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The Teaching, Learning and
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secondary school teachers at The
Saint John Henry Newman School. It
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number of professionals who are
leading areas of teaching and
learning across the school.
Read news of what is happening and
find out how you can get involved.
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At the Saint John Henry Newman School, we are experts in
leading change and facilitating Teacher Leadership. I have the
pleasure of facilitating the Educator-Led Development
Programme (ELDP) again this year with a new group of
enthusiastic participants, who, driven by their moral purpose, act
with agency to lead a project based on their professional concern.
This year we have 7 teachers who wish to lead very different
projects to improve the educational experience for our students.
We have already met this term when we considered our
professional values and clarified an area for development. We
have 6 more sessions planned across the year, with our next in a
few weeks. This will focus on creating an action plan, analysing
the culture in our school to understand how to lead change, and
planning for impact. The Spring edition of TLL will highlight their
amazing work.
Alongside the ELDP, we have the Teaching and Learning Advocacy
who are highly motivated teachers with the responsibility to lead
a project focusing on an area of school development. We have 5
teaching and learning advocates who I will be supporting to move
their projects forward, ensuring that they align with the whole
school development plan. These include embedding strategies
for assessment and feedback, Tier two and three vocabulary and
boy attainment. There is a lot of excellent work already under
way, with many ideas starting to come together. Please see inside
this issue to learn more.

Written by Sara Gallagher



Colette Evetts is Subject Leader for Music
and a Teaching and Learning Advocate.

The spoken word as a vessel for
meaningful feedback - Colette Evetts

Principle 6 of our schools assessment
and feedback policy is an interesting
one to explore. If the vast majority of
progress made through assessment
happens in the classroom on an
ongoing basis, and relies heavily on the
spoken word, this is a new
development and area to explore and
shine a spotlight on as a staff. This
means that we as teachers will need to
be particularly engaged and skilled in
this. I intend to explore what best
practice might be in this area and to
find a forum to share this with staff,
while not adding to teacher workload.

I introduced this notion to Subject
Leaders in July 2022, and we looked at
what the implications of this principle
are for staff in our departments and
especially for us as Subject Leaders. I
hope to be able to work with
departments who have effective and
established methods of verbal
feedback delivery and to share this
expertise with all departments.   

By looking into this in more detail, I
hope our staff might feel more secure
and confident in giving verbal feedback
to classes as they progress through the
curriculum. 

The intended outcomes of this
advocacy work are that we will have
upskilled and confident teachers with
newfound expertise in this area of
verbal feedback. I also envisage a
reduced workload with less written
feedback required. 

The Advocacy Team

"The spoken word as a
vessel for meaningful
feedback"



Teacher of Modern Foreign Languages and
a Teaching and Learning Advocate.

Simon Cipolla

Gerard Losty

Chris Ng

Teacher of Physics and a Teaching and
Learning Advocate.

Teacher of Chemistry and a Teaching and
Learning Advocate.

The Advocacy team are leading projects in their
chosen area of teaching and learning. They were
asked the following questions:
What are your plans/hopes/aims for the year?
What have you done so far?
Any strategies or needs to know to share with staff? 

 

 

I plan to identify a specific group of
underperforming, high ability boys in year 11
science (trilogy)
I aim to use different strategies identified from
research, and improve the attainment of this
group
I aim to analyse the data before, during and after
using these strategies to evaluate the impact on
attainment

I have attended the first ELDP meeting
I attended a meeting with Jo Moles and Simon
Cipolla to discuss Jo's findings from the staff
questionnaire on the attainment of boys
I am currently reading the "PiXL Insights on Boy's
Achievement" project booklet 
Be aware of underachieving boys in their year 11
classes

 

I plan to emphasise key words and develop
strategies for teaching higher tier vocabulary
in all topics. I am hoping to examine different
strategies to help incorporate reading and
development of key words and teaching of
vocabulary into lessons. So far I have
attended the first ELDP meeting and I am
currently reading "Closing the Vocabulary
Gap" by Alex Quigley.  I would recommend for
staff to be aware of students reading ages and
the level of demand required to access some
subject specific vocabulary and how this is a
barrier for many students.

 

As part of the Teaching and Learning Team, I
am working together with Jo Moles and Chris
Ng on raising achievement amongst upper
ability boys in KS4. I will be focusing on
facilitating academic mentoring between year
12 and Year 11 boys, and also creating some
resources to be used in form time in Year 10.
These will address the topic of 'Creating a
Growth MIndset' in order to empower the
students with a 'can do' attitude and an
understanding that to be successful you need
to have the right mindset.



The JHN Core Six
You will have already heard of the
JHN Core Six. These are a selection of
six, essential teaching and learning
routines related to assessment,
feedback, reading and remembering.
Our ambition is that the students in
Key Stage 3 will become increasingly
expert in learning via these specific,
visible routines. This, of course,
means we need to become
increasingly expert in incorporating
the routines and techniques into our
classroom pedagogy. The task of
leading this curriculum
implementation work has been given
to Subject Leaders and the Core Six
is going to become a core focus of
our work in the weeks and months
ahead. The long term aim is that the
JHN Core Six lays a general
foundation for teaching and learning
at Key Stage 3 that becomes
increasingly specific, over time, as
they are built upon and adapted to
the demands of learning in each
individual subject area.

Assessment & Feedback
We all want our students to know more, to understand more and be
able to do more and so we have identified routines related to Setting
the Standards and Show Me Boards to enhance certain aspects of the
JHN Lesson structure. In a general sense, utilising these routines should
allow us to respond to our students and adapt lessons or sequences of
lessons based on how we assess their progress. Importantly,
embracing these techniques should enable us to do less of the
traditional assessment feedback that research evidence suggests has
less impact on student progress whilst having a more nuanced
awareness of progress day-to-day.
A key part of assessment and feedback is Setting the Standards.
Having clear success criteria against which to assess and feedback is
key because unless we know where we are going, we will never get
there. This means that teachers should engage students in a process of
clarifying learning goals (so that we can reflect upon them later).

JHN
Core Six

Written by Joe Hewitson
Assistant Headteacher 

What might this look like in practice?
· A discussion of what excellent work will look like.
· Reference to and deconstruction of example pieces of work.
· Construction & co-construction of success criteria.
· Reference to contrasting examples (of higher and lower quality)
· Move towards the blending of teacher and self-assessment over time.
· Modelling, live-modelling, worked examples and scaffolding.
It is important to have a clear idea of the progress being made within a
lesson. A good way to sample the response from the whole-class is by
using the Show Me Boards and other resources that have been
provided in the student journals this academic year.

Why should we use Show Me Boards?
· A “big hit” of feedback to the teacher.
· Low stakes for practice & rehearsal
· It needs to be become a routine because it does need practice.

Reading and Vocabulary
The next area of focus in the JHN Core Six relates to the teaching of
reading and vocabulary. There is a significant evidence base supporting
the claim that improving reading confidence is central to the success of
the curriculum as a whole and particularly important to raising the
outcomes of disadvantaged students. The rationale for identifying
routines related to Planning for Reading and Deliberate Vocabulary
Development is that these two techniques take us promptly from the
general to the specific, from learning in general to the learning that
takes place specifically within our subject domains.

 



Why do we need to make sure that
we are ‘Planning for Reading’?
· Generally, we need to introduce
them to the world of words and
resources that they encounter in
school.
· Specifically, we need to introduce
them to the worlds of words that
they encounter in each subject
domain.
We should be asking ourselves
collectively: what are the core texts
and demands of those core texts?
And, how can these be most
effectively used? Then we can move
towards the routines that exist
around the planned reading in
our classrooms. Learning in this way
demands that we pre-read and make
predictions, ask questions whilst
reading, assess understanding of
vocabulary and comprehension of
the text as a whole as we go, and
then summarise key points
afterwards. Focussing on planning
for reading in this way will have a
significant and positive impact on
curriculum implementation and
teaching and learning in the
classroom.

Why is Deliberate Vocabulary Development important?
This is about specifying and defining the words and having ways of
rehearsing the words in class. This focus should be on complex, subject
specific vocabulary & the learning of new words (described as tier 2
and 3 vocabulary). It is important because new words do not just “sink
in” and with the absence of deliberate practice new words are easily
forgotten.
In practice, it links to planned reading opportunities because the words
need to be read in context and it links to modelling & “setting the
standards” because part of the success criteria for a piece of writing
can be the use of subject specific vocabulary. It can also be supported
by use of knowledge organisers and other retrieval tools, which links
very neatly to the final two components of the JHN Core Six.

Learning and Remembering
Ensuring the students in our classrooms are learning and remembering
is the ultimate aim. Once again, there are best-bets in terms of
supporting children to do this well. Interestingly, they are often things
that teachers think they already do well, but looking at the routines
with fresh-eyes can be very revealing. The deployment of specific Cold-
Calling and Quizzing routines is about maximising the actual learning
and remembering that takes place as our students encounter and
move through the curriculum and can make the classroom a very
dynamic environment.

Why should we use Cold-Calling?
· Cold Calling is important because it make ALL students think and
provides feedback regarding how things are going.
· With planning, a teacher can sample responses strategically (targeting
differentiated questions and different students, for example).
· It has advantages regarding whole-class focus, behaviour and
relationships as it allows for immediate praise and for confidence to be
built.
· Cold-Calling also allows for responsive adaptation, probing questions,
modelling of vocabulary etc.

Why should we focus on Quizzing?
Quizzing is a relatively simple routine for students to learn and is also a
low stakes assessment technique. However, there is an art to a well-
planned quiz. We should be aiming for an 80% to 90% success rate
which builds confidence. There is an evidence-informed science to a
well-planned quiz too. Using hinge questions based on threshold
concepts can be incredibly informative and makes focussing on this
area of the JHN Core Six very worthwhile. Other advantages include:
· Quizzes should be quicker to mark (can be self or peer assessed) or
automated (Kahoot! etc).
· Quizzes provide quick feedback to the teacher and student about
knowledge gained and gaps that exist.
· The process of being tested requires retrieval and so will enable more
effective retrieval later on.

 

JHN
Core Six



Gone are the days when literacy was
deemed strictly an English teacher’s
job. Whether it’s sharing your lesson
through a power-point, or exploring
the scientific terminology for
different muscles in a warm-up
stretch, it’s inevitable that reading to
comprehend and using vocabulary
accurately is imperative for success
in every subject. With lots of good
practice already in existence across
the school, this year is really about
harnessing the best approach for
each department and working to
establish an explicit department
strategy to ensure all students
receive consistency in developing
their reading ability across the
curriculum.

Discussions are already
underway amongst
curriculum leaders about
their current provision,
and many departments
used recent department
development time to
complete an audit,
establishing what
communication is like in
their subjects and where
they might want to
develop explicit practice.
Over the next half term,
departments will continue
to work on trialling
strategies and working out
the most effective way to
plan for intentional
reading and use of
vocabulary.

As part of the core 6,
strategies like ‘show-me’
boards and retrieval
practice quizzing will form
part of many department
strategies as quick and
effective approaches to
testing student
understanding and recall of
tier 3 (subject specific)
vocabulary. In addition, a
focus on how tier 2
vocabulary (command
words) such as evaluation
is different in RE, to English,
and again in Maths for
example, will support
students in refining how to
use the skills more
effectively to fit the criteria
of the subject studied.

Subject
Reading and
Vocabulary

Written by Janine Crump
Assistant Headteacher Literacy
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At the Saint John Henry Neman Catholic
School we have been increasingly more
evidence informed in our approach to
teaching and learning. My role has
been to make students, teachers and
parents aware of the science of
learning and the most effective,
research informed, learning strategies.

In school, all students have begun a
programme in pastoral sessions in
which they explore Cognitive Science
and learn how to apply the most
effective study strategies. They will
build on their knowledge and skills in
these areas as they progress through
the school curriculum.

Top Learning strategies

Retrieval practice
Spaced practice
Concrete examples
Elaboration
Interleaving
Dual coding

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Staff also continue to have
ongoing training to keep them
up-to-date with the most
effective learning methods
meaning that these methods
are increasingly being used
both in lessons and in the
setting of homework tasks.
Parents support evenings this
year all have a session on
Cognitive Science in which I
share some of these
strategies, at an age
appropriate level, so that
parents are well equipped to
support their child with their
work at home.
 
 

 
If you would like to find out
more about the Cognitive
Science and the top six most
effective learning strategies
from research please look at
the summary article on the
following link: How do we
learn?

https://sway.office.com/rprSR
Z81H1MNBZD6

Cognitive science in a
pastoral curriculum

Written by Dan Sansom
Subject Leader for Physics and a
Teaching and Learning Advocate



High Prior Attaining Boys

At the Saint John Henry Newman School, the 2022
GCSE results identified that, in most subjects at
KS4, girls were outperforming boys. The progress
measure is +0.83 for girls and +0.37 for boys. This
means on average the girls are outperforming the
boys by nearly half a grade across the board. The
largest gap and the focus of this project is the high
prior attaining boys.  

This poses many questions, which have been
highlighted by Mark Roberts, in his introduction to
his book ‘The Boy Question’: “What are we going to
do about the gender attainment gap?”, “How can we
improve boys’ attitudes towards school?”; and “Is
there anything we can do about boys’ lower literacy
levels?” .

 
Actions achieved so far:

Next Actions:

An opportunity for staff in January
to form a High Prior Attaining Boys
working group. This will focus on
producing strategies that will help
challenge and support HPA Boys.
This will aim to close the gap
between girls and boys attainment
at KS4.

Please use the QR code
to access free podcasts
on chapters from the
‘Boys don’t try’ book

i Roberts, M. (2021)
The Boy Question:
How to Teach Boys

to Succeed in School,
Routledge, p.1

Written by Jo Moles
Assistant Headteacher 


